
CHILD NURSING PERSONAL STATEMENTS FOR UNIVERSITY

Inspire your Child Nursing personal statement with our UCAS examples and learn from previous students who have
already applied to university.

As a mother, I can adhere to the absolute commitment that this career requires. I am also a good team player
but know how to take charge and be a leader when necessary. The next intake for the nursing and midwifery
courses is September  Give you have. Understanding this takes qualities such as being dedicated, intuitive,
reassuring, possessing excellent communication skills, the ability to play sensitively with a child and being
confident when handling the distress of parents. My proudest achievement was working with severely
mentally disabled college student; this really was a memorable life changing experience. My experience of life
has taught me to be respectful to the children, parents and colleagues in my life and to maintain good working
relationships. Demonstrate knowledge of current issues in veterinary nursing. A fundamental principle that I
learnt in Psychology is the importance of forming attachments. This dedication and professional attitude over
the years has gained trust, respect and satisfaction from my co-workers and I remain in close contact to all of
them. This is the main reason why I am immensely inspired to train in this field giving my unsurpassed help to
young people who depend on us. Luckily we had a nurse who attentively cared for her. Overcoming this
barrier will hopefully result with them gradually processing into a healthier state physically and emotionally.
A personal statement should be just that - personal. The devotion and humanity of child nurses who go further
than just treating young patients, but genuinely wanting to make them happy and as comfortable as possible in
difficult times is truly inspiring. Applying for Nursing. In addition, I am a dedicated individual and capable of
being industrious in a work environment. I want to develop myself in this medical field mainly because of a
born-desire I have to care for children and my aptitude to succeed and learn. Nursing Personal Statement
ExamplesStudential com. See information on applying for an undergraduate nursing course at The University
of Manchester's Faculty. This means you need to start work on your personal statement as soon as you decide
to apply. Nursing Personal Statement of to draft a model personal statement in the area of. I also have a
brother with severe learning difficulties who I am a carer for, in helping to raise and care for him I have gained
skills that can help me with this degree as I am able to work with children who have additional needs, for
example, I have learned to remain calm in any stressful situation when caring for someone with additional
needs and I know how and when to seek support when it is needed. This would be essential when examining
patients who find it hard to breathe. For applicants with strong academic backgrounds, the personal statement.
This episode encouraged me to research the field of Child Nursing.


